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CORE

We’ve engineered a modern workplace, a place for 

your highest contribution and exponential evolution. 

Your personal purpose is connected to the company’s purpose and you feel fully 

expressed through your contributions. For many of us, this is the first place where 


we feel like we truly belong. We’re like family, but better and without the


dysfunction. We’ve created a trauma-informed workplace, a safe and healing


space to share our greatest gifts. We embrace the yin and yang, the masculine 


and feminine, and the intricate polarities of working with excellence AND


leaving room to innovate.


We use profiling systems like Wealth Dynamics, Kolbe, Gene Keys, and 


Human Design to discover our own #X-Factor gifts while rising in an 

#UpwardSpiral together.




We’ve mastered the Art of Circling, Non-Violent Communication, and Radical

Candor to make our communication more effective. We use Tension 

Transformation and Solutions for Evolution to transform issues into solutions. 
#InnovateImagineInspire #ForwardFlow


We consistently celebrate team members internally and publicly.

Between our #LoveMore Slack Channel, Appreciations on our meeting agendas, 

and public praise when sharing our work - everyone on the team feels 

recognized for their contributions.

Our Community Care Department actively invests in and guides our team’s 

personal and professional growth. One of the perks of working in our industry 

is the plethora of personal and professional development events and online 

trainings from clients, along with a curated Learning Library of digital courses 

and hundreds of audiobooks. #UpwardSpiral 


We have an ever-evolving Culture Bible, written by the CEO with 
contributions from the leadership team and we’ve fully integrated the 15 
Commitments of Conscious Leadership. The Core Culture is the foundation to 
make everything else possible. 

A  OFCULTURE
connection,
creativity  , care
& contribution

Our legendary leadership team plays in the 

whole EcoVerse.

Each division has its own leadership, management, and execution teams; each one 


of us leads by example and from the heart, not by ego or titles. Through our Culture


 of Coaching and Accountability Architecture, we actively support each other’s 


evolution to do our best work and live our best lives. 


Thanks to our culture and recognition in the marketplace, we attract Top Talent who


 aligns with our vision and we have an overflowing pool of applications for our


 Inspired Intern Program where we attract budding talent that resonates 


with our culture and seeks to learn and grow.


We’re a small team that does big things thanks to each of us playing in 


our X-Factor and optimizing our unique operational systems…  


TRANSFORMATIONAL

EAM

IMAGINE...
a world where  you are fully expressed...

A world where a brand is an authentic 

expression of the person’s essence that can be

felt, even on a screen, and inspires people to

improve their lives and create a better world. 



A world where you don’t have to hide parts of

yourself at work, but where you can cultivate

and express your greatest gifts, where the

guiding question is the ultimate spiritual

question that we came here to discover:


This question not only guides our team to discover

their own gifts, but it’s the question that we use to

guide our clients in building their brands. It’s the

question we’re living into.


“WHO AM I?”

WE’RE BUILDING A

WORLD
WHERE EACH INDIVIDUAL IS

EXPRESSED
AND CONTRIBUTING TO AN

UPWARD SPIRAL
TO EXPRESS THE BEST OF WHAT IS WITHIN

HUMANITY
A beautifully expressed world.


A Be-You-ti-Fully Expressed World.


A world where you can Be YOU, Fully Expressed!


That’s what we’re creating.


It’s December 31st, 2025.

Welcome to the 

This entrepreneurial ecosystem is woven together on the

foundation of our Core Culture Codes, which fractal out in


how we show up in all that we do.
















CORE
ULTURE
ODES

INNOVATE, IMAGINE, INSPIRE
Innovate, Imagine, Inspire:  Do the impossible. We ask,

“What’s NEXT?,” create new possibilities, and inspire others to

imagine something greater.

“Innovation distinguishes

between a leader and a

follower.”

STEVE JOBS

“Logic will get you from A to B; 

imagination will get you everywhere.”

ALBERT EINSTEIN

NAKED TRUTH
Care personally while challenging directly. We speak our

truth without sacrificing compassion or respect. We have a 

healthy relationship with reality.

“In our struggle for f reedom, truth is the only weapon we possess.”

DALAI LAMA

FORWARD FLOW
Stay committed, yet flexible. We’re clear about where we’re

headed. but not attached to how we get there. We Flow Forward.

“Those who flow as life flows, know they need no other face.”

LAO TZU

LOVE MORE
Show up with love. Whether it’s a disagreement with a team 

member or a tough conversation with a client. we can always

bring more love.

“We can do no great things - only small things with great love.”

MOTHER THERESA

We rise by lifting others. Your essence is your greatest 

contribution. When you show up in your fullest expression,

it creates a ripple effect of impact.

UPWARD SPIRAL

“The truth is we’re one

As a community choosing


Our unity through

the evolution of love.”

FORWORD

EXPRESS YOUR ESSENCE
Bring your full self to work. ALL of you—your unique 
talents, your one-of-a-kind personality, your feelings, and 
your healing are welcome here.

“Your greatest impact and influence comes from the fullest 
expression of your essence.”

Dmitriy Kozlov,

Influex Chief Expression Officer

   “Strive to provide 10x to 100x in value for any price you 


charge. Your rewards are always proportional to the value


 you provide.”

Yanik Silver’s Maverick Rule #2

Uncover your greatest gift and play all out. Play in the

arena where one hour of your time equals 10x the value 

and pleasure. 

X-Factor
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   “Strive to provide 10x to 100x in value for any price you 


charge. Your rewards are always proportional to the value


 you provide.”

Yanik Silver’s Maverick Rule #2

Uncover your greatest gift and play all out. Play in the

arena where one hour of your time equals 10x the value 

and pleasure. 

X-Factor

Much like our culture, our business operating system xOS is intuitively designed and 


intentionally refined to create and sustain an Upward Spiral: to empower people to


be more fully expressed in their X-Factor and their essence while creating 


Meaningful Momentum in business. As a proven business operating system, xOS 


continues to evolve with what we learn from our growing ventures. 


xOS:
XPRESS OPERATING SYSTEM

CULTURE PROCESS

MOMENTUM PEOPLE

“We were rendered from the stars 

And then were sent here to embark 


On a quest to make our mark 

Through the expression of our art.”


We Believe…

Your Greatest Influence, Impact & Income


Come Through Your Fullest Expression


Influence + Expression

We build beautiful  that

 your essence  and amplify your


, impact, and income.


brands
express

influence

=

Since we birthed the Expressed Brand concept to define our 

unique methodology, it has become popularized industry 


standard… making the World Wide Web a more 

Be-YOU-ti-Fully Expressed place.  





Here’s a look at our main departments 

      and how they all play together…

We install xOS and our Core Culture into every venture we start, 

acquire or partner with. We’re proud to share xOS with the world 

through our Expressed Brand Podcast, raising the standards for 


the modern workplace. 

E PRESSED

ECOVERSE

This is home, no matter where you are in the world. You enjoy freedom 

and flexibility based on optimal flow, where you can work from anywhere in 

the world. We leverage technology and automation so we can do what we 


do best as humans: connect and be creative. 


We work virtually with flexibility, freedom and autonomy maximizing your 

personal flow and creative collaboration. We connect and collaborate in


 person at our company retreats, client VIP Experiences, and impromptu 

co-working sessions (which never seem to feel like “work”). The leadership 


team often meets at our CEO’s home, The Creativity Castle 

- aka “Expressed HQ” 


Once a year we host an international Annual Alignment retreat for our team 
around the world to realign with our vision, strategize for the future, and 

celebrate how far we’ve come together.


The whole experience of “working” within the EcoVerse is an educational and 
evolutionary journey to your fullest expression. Rather than paying to go to 
University, you get paid to attend ExpressedU… so YOU can become the 


most fully Expressed YOU!

ENVIRONMENT
ExpressedU

VOLUTIONARY

x

 Vivid Vision

 Core Culture Codes

 Momentum Meetings

 Measurements and Metrics

 Proven Processes

 Simple, Scalable Systems

 Accountability Agreements

 Community Care

The common thread that ties everything together is The Influex Experience 
(delivered through xOS and our Conscious Culture) - which serves as our primary 

marketing tool, turning clients into raving fans…

MAGNETIC

ARKETING

TTRACT

LIGNED

BUNDANCEA W


I

T
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Our Boutique clients and Purposeful Partners include industry influencers who actively 

promote us to millions of new followers and we’ve published our best-selling book “The

Expressed Brand,” expanding our social media following. 



Businesses and influencers aspire to hire us, happily joining the waitlist for the opportunity. 

 

The Influex Experience is present in every single thing we do online—from our education-based

marketing to the alignment assessment during enrollment - we leave people better than we

found them whether or not they decide to work with us. 

       

Our Vivid Vision is spotlighted in the media as a great 
example of the modern workplace. 

We create financial success so we have the resources

to impact the world how we want to. 

We track profitability and make effective decisions based on the #NakedTruth of

the numbers. 



Have an idea that would light you up to lead and that could be wildly profitable for

the business? 



We offer a profit-sharing program and Inspired Incentives to all team members where

 you can earn what you want based on the expression of your X-Factor and your creative

 contribution (the value you bring, rather than just your “time” or “experience” or “status”).

 With an equal playing field and further opportunities through Influex Intrapreneurship 

you determine how you want to play this game. 



Rather than negotiating for pieces of the pie, we come together to bake a bigger pie. The 

Expressed EcoVerse is abundant and ever-expanding, like the natural universe in which we

live. Each division or product is sellable. We only consider sales to partners who can 

amplify the mission further than we can with our resources. 



The EcoVerse is debt-free and self-funded, though we consider investments for new 

divisions and Aligned Acquisitions from trusted partners and investors who align with 

our mission. 

ANGELA POVSE
Chief Integration Officer

Chief Expression Officer,

Founder at Influex

EXPRESSED

XECUTIVES

Every leader on our team is an Expressed Executive 

with their own personal brand to share their ideas 

with the world, be recognized for their gifts, and 


further amplify the EcoVerse’s reach.

The entire Expressed EcoVerse is designed for impact. 

Additionally, we have intentional projects where every


 dollar invested creates an X-Factor of 10x-100x the impact.


Rather than just writing a check, we amplify causes via our network, talent, and creativity, 

so that when we do write a check or invest our resources, the financial contribution goes

further. At least once a year we take on a pro bono VIP project to amplify a cause we want

to see in the world. By the end of 2025, we’ve contributed a website to an organization 

in each of the 17 United Nations Global Goals.



When we teach about our culture, systems, or processes, we’re creating a better workplace

in businesses around the world. 



We are flush with cash, but most of it doesn’t sit in the bank. Once operations are

comfortably covered, our remaining cash is put to good causes in a semi-liquid Impact 

Investment Portfolio which provides above-average returns and positively impacts 

the world in alignment with our mission and vision. 

If this vision resonates with you and you want to enter 

the EcoVerse and come play with us.

EMAIL US

What’s the message of your heart?




Ask your heart “Who Am I?”




Let that question be your star.




The world we’re creating is here to help you

answer that question and express the deepest


 essence of who you are.




All you have to “do” is: 

Be.

You.

Fully.

Expressed.

Be-YOU-ti-Fully Expressed.

As We Build A

Together.

Be-YOU-ti-Fully
Expressed World.

Who are
YOU?

Clients love featuring us on their 

podcast, and we continue to win awards 


for best and most innovative design.

When you’re fully expressed, you’re a better friend, parent, and partner. You’re a

better human.



And in turn, the world is a better place because of YOU!  



No matter where you go from here—whether you’re serving a client with your gifts, 

leading a new business initiative, or passionately working at your personal art — you

 are your best, most fully expressed version of yourself. 



Can you imagine this as your reality?



The deepest question we’re inviting you to ask is our version of the deepest 

spiritual question: 




When you’re fully expressed, you’re a better friend, parent, 


and partner. You’re a better human.

E PRESSED
ECOVERSE

The

Emerges Through YOU

We’re nationally recognized as the #1 authority on building 
beautiful personal brands, but our work covers the full brand 
trinity: personal, company, and product. 

Our marketing is simple and effective: Every brand 

we build is a digital billboard for our work. We 

creatively express ourselves through our Expressed 

Brand podcast and YouTube TV show where we

 interview clients and showcase our creativity. 



We keep no secrets and share our lessons openly with 
the world (including those who might be our 
“competitors’’). We believe in collaboration 

and contribution.

Most people see one of our Expressed Brand sites and think, “Who

created this and how do I get one?” or they see us featured in the

media or hear us on a podcast. 



Whether it’s a new solopreneur who signs up for Expressify or a 

multimillion dollar influencer who wants to bring their vision to life—




Our team and culture are featured in

Evolved Enterprise
-Factor Impact
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Beautiful Boutique:
This is where we get to innovate at the highest level, personalizing The Influex 
Experience while birthing Expressed Brands for Industry Icons and Soulful 
Celebrities who impact millions of people with their mission and message. 

Through our time-tested Proven Process, our insanely Talented Team creatively 
brings together Digital Artistry, Messaging Mastery, Standout Storytelling, 
Vivid Video, and Innovative Implementation to build the most 

breathtakingly beautiful brands that connect, captivate, and convert. 


Launching their Expressed Brand is not the end of a client engagement, but the 
beginning. The majority of our clients happily enroll in Essence Evolution to

future-proof their digital presence and grow their results through Data-Driven 

Design. They stay for years because of the consistent ROI and caring relationships. 


#InnovateImagineInspire 
We bring our clients together in the eXponential Network - an intentional 
mastermind and curated community to share cross-industry insights, exchange 
expertise, and refer resources to amplify their impact and ours. 

At the center of this collective, we are powerfully positioned to predict the future, 
creating greater certainty in an uncertain, exponentially evolving world. 


These #UpwardSpiral client relationships empower us to access new audiences 

with amplified authority, exponentially expanding our own reach & distribution 

for our Scalable Services and products.  


Scalable Services:
Once we’ve proven a concept in Beautiful Boutique, we

 PROGRAMIZE it to deliver the best experience and meet the

 Influex Standards at scale through Certified Partners, equipped

 with expertise through Expressify Education and 

empowered to scale through our Agency Accelerator. 


Through promotional partnerships with our Industry 
Influencer clients, we generate thousands of qualified 

clients for our Certified Partners. 






Empowering Education

&Tech Tools:

This is where The Influex Experience is PRODUCTIZED and DEMOCRATIZED.

Inspired by innovations from the Beautiful Boutique, we create new, more 

accessible products to empower as many people as possible to build 

their Expressed Brands. We directly serve hundreds of thousands of

entrepreneurs and Passionate Professionals and reach an audience of

millions. 



Products include Expressify, “DIY: Do Influex Yourself” courses, Expressed

Brand Book, events, training and workshops, Influex Incubator, and more. 


We democratize beautiful personal brand sites, making them 

available to the masses and making the web a beautiful place.


Be-YOU-ti-Fully Expressed

100,000
than ever with over

The World (Wide Web) is more

websites proudly powered by e  pressify

e   pressify
We’ve scaled our software which integrates our 


innovative digital artistry, marketing expertise, messaging frameworks, and

 branding blueprints in user-friendly SaaS so that anyone can build their own


Expressed Brand. 


e    pressify
E X P E R T S

We certify creative freelancers and agencies as “Expressify 

Experts” trained to deliver key components of an Expressed 

Brand. Expressify Experts range from solo service providers

such as photographers and copywriters, to full creative

agencies certified in our Proven Process, catalyzing creative 

career opportunities with consistent customers, while

providing our community with trusted talent for their needs.  

We distill our innovative processes into education that 
empowers anyone to build their own Expressed Brand on 
Expressify. Beyond our own expertise, our highly engaged 
customer community “INSIDE INFLUENCE” is grateful to learn 
from each other and directly carefully chosen Influence 
Instructors from our client network. 


e    pressify
E D U C A T I O N

We’ve taken our passion for artistry and self 

expression to the apparel industry, creating 

one-of-a-kind clothing with meaningful 

messaging that makes the world a better place.

We partner with our influencer clients to share

their message on apparel, that allows for 

seamless distribution to their audiences. 


THREADS
E   pressed

Influe   po
& Events
We hold an annual event - The InfluExpo - where 

thousands of entrepreneurs gather for a transformational 

experience and leave more fully expressed than ever. We

hold live workshops throughout the year around world, as 

well online trainings, to empower entrepreneurs to build 

their own Expressed Brands. 


Our best-selling book has put the 

Influex Proven Process into the

hands of over 1 million people -

physically and digitally - to 

empower them to build their 

own Expressed Brands.  


e  pressed

brand

BOOK

True to our Core Codes of #NakedTruth, we believe in 

standing up for what’s right and fighting for justice. 

That’s why we serve the world’s Leading 

Law Firms that stand for the people. 



As the top creative agency in the world for the 

legal field, we make our clients stand out in a 

crowded and competitive industry while 

amplifying their authority. 



Having built the most prolific portfolio 

of Leading Law Firms, we distill our 

best practices into Scalable Services

and Empowering Education 

for the owners of small law 

firms who are in it for 

the right reasons. 








A U T H O R I T Y

A T T O R N E Y

There is always room for more innovation. We invite our team and 

clients to partner with us to incubate their ideas, leveraging xOS, our resources, entrepreneurial 

expertise and distribution network to quickly grow new businesses and product lines into 
profitable ventures in the Expressed EcoVerse. 


Incubator

We teach our best practices to other agencies through the Agency Accelerator

online coaching program, empowering our Certified Partners to scale while 


creating great cultures. Through the Agency Alliance, we organize an exclusive 

network of the top Aligned Agencies (all #1 or #2 in their space) to share innovative 

ideas, client referrals, and culture practices… creating more workplaces around the 


world where teams feel like families and every individual evolves into 

their fullest expression. 


Agency 

Accelerator
and agency 

alliance


